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Abstract. Implementation of an improved parallel computation algorithm into a coupled
model based on Finite Element and Boundary Element Methods for analysis of threedimensional Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) problems on High-Performance Computing
(HPC) platforms is presented. The model and the parallel computation algorithm are
developed for the linear analysis of large-scale three-dimensional SSI problems. The finite
element method is used for modeling the finite region and the structure, and the Boundary
Element Method is used for modeling the soil extending to infinity. The parallelization of the
model is performed by the calculation of the impedance coefficients on the interaction nodes
between the near- and the far-fields. The performance of the parallel computation algorithm is
represented by elapsed timing measurements according to the number of processors. The
efficiency of the proposed parallel algorithm of the coupled model is validated with one
numerical example that confirm the consistent accuracy and applicability of the parallel
algorithm by considerable time saving for large-scale problems.
1 INTRODUCTION
In many fields of engineering, Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Boundary Element
Method (BEM) are frequently applied analysis tools. Each one of these methods has its
specific areas of applications. The FEM, is especially well suited for the analysis of problems
involving in-homogeneities or non-linear behavior of solid bodies, [1, 2]. The BEM has
advantages, if stress singularities on unbounded media are present. BEM has further
advantages, if incident wave fields need to be considered in dynamic problems, [3-5].
Therefore, over the last 25 years, much progress has been made in finite/boundary element
coupling methods to solve problems involving sub-regions with different characteristics.
During this coupling, the respective advantages of both methods are used. In structural
mechanics, these coupling methods are usually used for assessing the dynamic responses of
stiff, heavy and embedded structures, such as nuclear reactors, gravity dams, tunnels, liquidstorage tanks and buildings with the soil media surrounding their foundations. Thus, soilstructure interaction (SSI), when incorporated, allows realistic prediction of the coupled
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behavior of the soil and structure. An arbitrarily shaped non-homogeneous body subjected to
dynamic loads requires the use of the FEM and BEM together with unbounded boundary.
BEM is a semi-analytical method and requires the fundamental solutions pertaining to the
region, provided that the radiation condition at infinity is satisfied, [6-7].
Application of parallel computation to engineering problems is a relatively recent
development that started approximately 15 years ago. The algorithms are widely used in
engineering applications for large-scale computationally intensive problems. Widely used
parallel algorithms are based on partitioning a computational domain and then assigning each
partitioned domain to a separate computer processor, thus reaching a solution using many
processors concurrently, [8, 9]. The parallel implementation of BEM codes have been studied
by many prior researchers [10-14] and are well summarized in Davies[15]. More recent
studies are found in Cunha and et al.[16], Bird and et al.[17], and Park and Heister[18]. Cunha
and et al.[16] applied the standard and portable libraries for the parallelization of BEM codes;
Bird and et al.[17] used a coupled BEM/scaled boundary FEM formulation to analyses linear
elastic fracture mechanic problems; Park and Heister [18] proposed a parallelization
procedure for the analysis of unsteady BEM problems. Most of these studies have worked on
a structural problem or parallel implementation itself. However, in the study of Park and
Heister[18] the simulation code for the free-surface problem has the unique dynamic grid
characteristic.
The SBFEM is an alternative and effective method for modeling systems with finite and
infinite extension having non-homogeneous material properties, [19-22]. Genes and
Kocak[23, 24] applied the SBFEM to large-scale systems on high performance computing
platforms. In this study, the linear equation solver of the system equations obtained from
BEM for impedance analysis is used as portable library called The Scalable Linear Algebra
Package (ScaLAPACK1) and the impedance analysis is also parallelized by distributing the
impedance analysis work according to the number of the interaction nodes between the nearand far-field to the slave processors. Hence, the applicability of BEM/FEM coupling
procedure to the high performance computing platforms for large-scale 3D SSI problems is
demonstrated. The gained experience and the coded intelligent routines for the parallelization
of SBFEM [23] are implemented to the parallelization of SBFEM/BEM/FEM [26] coupling
and BEM/FEM coupling. In the proposed SSI model, where the boundary at the interface
between the near-field (the structure and surrounding soil medium), and the medium which is
extending to infinity, is modeled by the BEM. The structure and the surrounding soil medium
are modeled by FEM. The dynamic stiffness matrix of the boundary is combined with the
dynamic stiffness matrix of the finite medium by using the substructure method (SM). In this
coupled model, best attributes of these two methods are combined.
Layered finite medium can be discretized by using a parametric soil model, where soil is
composed of sub-layers, represented by some parameters as proposed by Kocak and
Mengi[27]. However, in this study, to propose a more generic model, layered infinite medium
is modeled by using 3D BEM formulation for linear elastodynamics[16]. The proposed model
and parallel algorithm is verified by studying two examples that are analyzed by the coupled
FEM/BEM and FE/SBFEM models. It is found that, depending on the number of processors
1

The ScaLAPACK is a set of library for distributed memory MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) parallel
computers developed by the ScaLAPACK project, [25].
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used, the proposed parallel algorithm can decrease the computation time considerably. The
obtained results of the model are compared with the results given in the literature and good
agreements are noted, [28-30]. Comparisons showed that the Parallelized Coupled FEM/BEM
Model can be used in SSI analyses of large-scale structures efficiently and accurately. The
results also demonstrate the importance and the advantages of using parallelization for SSI
problems that are complex in geometry and have non-homogeneous unbounded media.
2 PHYSICAL MODELS AND NUMERICAL APPROACHES
2.1 Structural Dynamics with FEM
In this study, the dynamic response of structures is described by the equation of motion
resulting from FEM formulation [1] in the time domain as,

&& + CU
& + KU = F(t )
MU

(2.1)

where; M: mass matrix, C: damping matrix denoting inner or structural damping, K: static
stiffness matrix, F(t): time dependent dynamic load acting on the structure caused by the
&& : acceleration vector, U
& :
external harmonic or transient vibrations or seismic excitation, U
velocity vector, and U : displacement vector. Equation of motion can be written as below in
the frequency domain by ignoring the damping matrix and taking into account the structural
damping,
{(1 + 2iz )K − ω 2 M} U f = F f

(2.2)

where; z: hysteretic damping, ω: frequency, i: imaginary number, and f: frequency space.
In this study, all the formulations are derived in frequency space. For the sake of
simplicity, the superscript f will be omitted. The term in curly brackets in Eq. (2.2) is referred
to as the dynamic stiffness matrix and will be represented as S. For the finite region in Figure
1, Eq. (2.2) can be written in matrix form as,

⎡S ss
⎢S
⎣ is

S si ⎤ ⎧U s ⎫ ⎧Fs ⎫
⎨ ⎬=⎨ ⎬
Sii ⎥⎦ ⎩ U i ⎭ ⎩Fi ⎭

(2.3)

where; subscripts; i: interaction nodes, and s: non-interaction nodes.
2.2 Formulation of Elastodynamic Problems by Boundary Element Method
The detailed formulation of boundary element (BE) equation for elastodynamic problems
in time and frequency domains is presented in the literature, [31-35]. The BE equation can be
written as in Eq. (2.4) for the elastodynamic analysis of the 3D body shown in Figure 2 in
Fourier transform domain.
cu( A) = ∫ G ( A, P)t ( P)dS + ∫ H ( A, P )u( P)dS + ∫ G ( A, P)f ( P)dV
S

S

(2.4)

V

where; S indicates the surface; V volume of the body. H and G are the matrices obtained by
the integration of the first and second fundamental solutions of BEM over the each boundary
element. The u, t and f are the displacement, traction and volume force vectors, respectively.
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Figure 1. Fundameental concept of the ccoupled
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Figure 2. Th
hree dimensioonal body forr the BE
formulation

Also, A and P indiicates the used constannt and integ
gration points during thhe evaluatio
on of the
integrals. Equationn (2.4) show
ws, the relaation betweeen the displacements oof point A (Fig. 3),
and the defined inteegrals on th
he body voluume (V) and
d the bound
dary surfacee (S).
The BE equatioon given in Eq. (2.4) ffor the elasttodynamic problems, ccan be used
d for the
calculattion of the unknown
u
dissplacementss and tractio
on vectors on
o the bounndary.
The rresultant syystem of equ
uation can bbe obtained by some maanupilationss of Eq. (2.4
4) as:
AX=F

(2.5)

where; A is the coefficient
c
matrix
m
on tthe unknow
wn quantities, and F is the force vector
obtainedd from the multiplicati
m
on of know
wn quantitiess and their coefficient
c
m
matrix.
The solution off Eq. (2.5) gives
g
the unnknowns on
n the bound
dary of the bbody. In this study,
f the calcculation of tthe impedaance coefficcients on thhe interactio
on nodes
Eq. (2.55) is used for
betweenn the structuure and thee far-field. T
The parallellization of the
t model iis performed on the
calculattion of the impedance
i
coefficientss by using Eq. (2.5) an
nd the paraallel solution of Eq.
(2.5) byy using ScaL
LAPACK.

Figure 3. Discretizeed boundary of a body w
with
boundaryy elements

Figure 4. The bo
oundary elemeent mesh betw
ween the
structurre and the llayered soil and the
nodes used
u
for impeddance analysis
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2.3 BE Formulation for Dynamic Analysis of Soil Medium with Two Layers
The BE formulation for the dynamic analysis of homogeneous soil medium, can be
modified for the dynamic analysis of nonhomogeneous soil medium with two layers. The
detailed formulation is given in the study of Tanrikulu [37]. The resultant system equation of
the composite body composed of three materials can be obtained as:

% H
%
⎡H
1
1L
⎢0
0
⎢
%
⎣⎢ 0 HL

0
%
H
2
0

%
H
1c
%
H
2c
0

‐G% 1c
G% 2c
0

⎡ u% 1 ⎤
%
‐G% 1L ⎤ ⎢⎢u L ⎥⎥ ⎡G% 1 0 ⎤ %
u%
⎡t ⎤
0 ⎥ ⎢ u% 2 ⎥ = ⎢ 0 G% 2 ⎥ ⎢ % 1 ⎥
t
⎥
⎢
⎥
G% L ⎦⎥ ⎢ t% c ⎥ ⎣⎢ 0 0 ⎦⎥ ⎣ 2 ⎦
⎢ %c ⎥
⎣ tL ⎦

(2.6)

The Eq. (2.6) can be written as a resultant system equation as in Eq. (2.5).
3 FEM/BEM COUPLING PROCEDURE FOR THE LAYERED SOIL AND
PARALLELIZATION
The FEM/BEM coupling procedure for the layered soil (FE Eq. 2.3 and BE Eqs. 2.5 or
2.6), is not straightforward as the coupling procedure for the homogeneous soil [38, 26].
Therefore, with the help of the substructure method, impedance analysis must to be performed
for the interaction nodes between the soil and the structure. The resulting impedance matrix is
combined with the FEM Eq. (2.3). In this study, the impedance analysis is performed on the
layered soil media by using the BEM. For the BEM analysis, an algorithm presented by
Tanrikulu[37] for layered soil medium is used in the parallel algorithm proposed in this study.
The definition of the impedance analysis can be explained on the model given in Figure 4. In
other words, the impedance matrix is the inverse of the compliance matrix. The compliance
matrix can be obtained by applying unit load in each degree of freedom of the interaction
nodes to retrieve the displacements. The impedance matrix ( S ∞ ) is the contribution to the
structure of the layered soil medium extending to infinity. The impedance matrix can be
combined with the FEM equation by using the substructure method. The combined equation
for the Coupled FEM/BEM model is given as:
⎡S ss
⎢⎣ Sis

{ }{}

S si ⎤ Us
F
= s
Fi
Sii + S ∞ ⎥⎦ Ui

(3.1)

Impedance analysis for a SSI system with n degrees of freedom of the interaction nodes
between the structure and the layered soil, needs n times repeated analysis of BEM equation.
This is very time consuming analysis. Therefore, in this study a parallelization algorithm is
proposed and applied. The proposed parallel algorithm calculates the impedance matrices for
small frequency steps of an interval. If the number of nodes between the structure and the
unbounded soil medium m, the total number of degrees of freedom on the interaction nodes is
n=3m. This means that, at each frequency step, n number of system of equations obtained by
BEM on the interaction nodes have to be analyzed. The proposed parallel algorithm performs
this analysis by partitioning the columns of the impedance matrix to the processors equally for
the calculation of the impedance matrix (Fig. 5).
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The pparallel proogram assign
ns the load oof each processor as,

Figuree 5. Partitionin
ng the impedan
ance matrix to the processorr in parallel alggorithm

nloadd =

m
nproc

(3.2)

where, m: the nuumber of interaction nodes, np
proc: the number
n
off slave pro
ocessors.
nce vectors on nload nnumber of nodes
n
for
Consequuently, eachh processor calculates tthe impedan
each deegree of frreedom. Th
he calculateed impedan
nce vectors are colleccted on thee master
processoor and com
mbined to obtain the fu
full impedan
nce matrix. The flowcchart of the parallel
program
m is presented in Figuree 6. In the pparallel prog
gram, one of
o the proceessors is asssigned as
the masster and the others as th
he slaves. Inn the workfllow of the parallel
p
com
mputation procedure,
the masster program
m first defin
nes the com
mputation lo
oad, then caalculates thee dynamic stiffness
matrix of the FE region
r
and defines thee parameters of the faar-field for BEM form
mulation.
Then, itt sends the data related
d to far-fielld and the computation
c
n load of eaach processo
or to the
slave prrocessors. Each
E
slave processor
p
coomputes thee impedancee coefficientts at certain
n number
of interraction nodes by using
g BEM. Thhe BEM eq
quation is solved
s
by uusing ScaLAPACK
library by the slaave processsor on subb-slave pro
ocessors (F
Fig. 7). Figgure 7 sho
ows the
ween the pprocessors for a clusster has 1 6 processo
ors. The
communnication sccheme betw
impedannce matrix ( S∞ ) is co
ombined att the masteer processo
or by receivving the caalculated
columnss of S∞ from
m slave pro
ocessors. Thhe dynamic stiffness matrix of FE region is co
ombined
with im
mpedance maatrix by usin
ng the comppatibility off the displaccements andd the equilib
brium of
the forcces at interaaction nodees as in Eq.. (3.1) by th
he master processor.
p
T
The solution
n of this
linear syystem of eqquation is peerformed byy LAPACK library [39].
Paralllelization and
a fast mattrix inversioon are criticcal for dynaamic analysiis problemss such as
this as m
matrix inveersion step tends
t
to doominate com
mputational time in moost cases. The
T fully
populateed coefficieent matrix provides
p
a chhallenging problem
p
forr fast inverssion schemees as one
can nott take advaantage of an
ny banded structures in general. Therefore,, solving th
he linear
system effectivelyy may be a key factoor to enhaance the peerformance of the co
ode. The
ScaLAP
PACK is a set
s of librarry for distribbuted memo
ory MIMD (Multiple IInstruction Multiple
M
Data) parallel com
mputers deveeloped by thhe ScaLAPA
ACK projecct [25]. ScaaLAPACK provides
p
routiness for dense and banded
d systems off linear equ
uations; lineear least squuares probleems, and
eigenvaalue and sinngular valuee problems. Since the ScaLAPAC
S
CK routines are portablle to any
distribuuted memorry computerr using eithher Messag
ge Passing Interface ((MPI) or a Parallel
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Virtual Machine (P
PVM), the parallelizati
p
ion is direcctly carried out by appllying the ro
outine of
ScaLAP
PACK on thhe linear sysstem (AX=F
F) obtained from the BEM
B
calculaation.

Figure 6. Parallel solution flowchhart for the Cou
upled FE-BE Model of layeered soil

Figure 7. Communicatio
C
on scheme bettween the proccessors for a cluster
c
with 166 processors
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4 EFFIICIENCY OF
O THE PARALLEL
P
L PROGRA
AM
In thhe parallel prrogram, thee master proocessor partiition the BE
E computatiion load to the
t slave
processoors and coollects the calculated
c
impedance coefficientts from thee slaves. Next,
N
the
master pprocessor adds
a
the com
mplete imppedance mattrix to the coefficient
c
matrix of the
t FEM
equationn and solvees it by usin
ng the LAP
PACK libraary. Initial testing
t
of thhe efficienccy of the
improveed program was perform
med by com
mparing the elapsed tim
me for the B
BE meshes as
a shown
in Figurres 8a and 8b. The meeshes have 3384 and 15
526 boundarry elementss. The durattions are
presenteed in Table 1 for the calculation
c
oof the first 5 frequenciies of solutiion interval. As can
be seenn from these durationss for differeent numberr of processsors in Tabble 1, the proposed
p
parallel algorithm decreases
d
th
he computattion time att least by a factor
f
of appproximately
y 15. By
t
giveen in Table 1, the speeedup curvess are plotteed in Figuree 9. This
using thhe elapsed timing
figure eexhibits the efficiency of the m
method witth respect to the minnimum num
mber of
processoors, and as expected, when
w
the num
umber of pro
ocessors inccreases to a certain num
mber, the
computaation time decreases
d
accordingly. It also can
n be seen fro
om the Figuure 9 that for
fo larger
problem
ms the speeedup is better, which can be exp
plained by the probleem becomin
ng more
computaation boundd, since for the platform
m used in th
his study, CPU
C
speed iis faster than that of
messagee passing.

Figure 8. Booundary Elemeent Meshes wiith 384 elemeents (Mesh I) and
a 1536 elem
ment (Mesh II))

Figure 9.. Speed-up currves for Mesh
h I and Mesh III

Figure 10. Rigid Squ
uare Foundatiion rest on lay
yered
soil mediia
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Tab
ble 1. Timings for Mesh I annd Mesh II acccording to num
mber of proceessors

Timings
T
acccording to nu
umber of prrocessors (s))
Mesh I
Mesh II

2

4

6

8

10

12

114

16

262
895

94
9
35
56

64
204

47
121

38
87

32
65

447
559

59
74

5 NUM
MERICAL EXAMPL
LES
In thhis section, one well known exaample prob
blem is solved by thee proposed parallel
program
m for the presented
p
SSI model aand comparred with otther methodds presented in the
literaturre.
As sttated beforee, in the preesent modell, infinite no
onhomogeneous soil reegion is mod
deled by
boundarry elementss. The infiniite regions, calculated by
b BEM, arre plotted seeparately in order to
demonsstrate the interface
i
beetween finiite and inffinite regio
ons. Duringg the analy
ysis, the
matchinng nodes of finite and in
nfinite regioons are auto
omatically combined
c
byy the prograam.
5.1 Rigiid Square Foundation
F
n on Elasticc Nonhomo
ogeneous So
oil
The parallel solution algorithm and the presentted model for SSI anaalysis in frrequency
domain are verifiedd by compaaring verticaal, horizontaal, and rock
king impedaances obtain
ned for a
rigid sqquare foundaation on lay
yered nonhoomogeneou
us soil (Fig. 10). The reesults are co
ompared
with thoose by Wong and Lucco [28]. Thhe rigid squ
uare foundaation is connsidered com
mpletely
connectted to the sooil media so
o that, the iinteraction surface
s
betw
ween the str
tructure and
d the soil
medium
m is displacced compattibly with tthe rigid foundation.
fo
The originn of the co
oordinate
system X1 X2 X3 (O
O) is located at the cennter of the in
nteraction su
urface (Fig.. 10).
The BE mesh given
g
in Fig
gure 8a is uused to com
mpare the results
r
obtaained from Coupled
EM model in this stu
udy with thoose by Tan
nrikulu[37]. In this stuudy, the im
mpedance
FEM/BE
matrix iis calculatedd by using the
t same BE
E solution algorithm
a
presented byy Tanrikulu[37]with
the diffference that, in this study,
s
for tthe Coupleed FEM/BE
EM model, the solutio
on steps
presenteed in the fllowchart given in Figuure 6 are used.
u
In thiss problem tthe best speedup is
obtainedd when 10 processors
p
are used at the same tiime. For mo
ore consisteent comparison with
the literrature, the BE
B mesh giiven by Tannrikulu[37] is also used. The horiizontal, verttical and
rocking impedancees for the layered meedium with
h different Poisson’s rratios and material
nt model
propertiies are pressented in Fiigures 11-144. As seen in Figures 11 and 12,, the presen
demonsstrates quitee good matcch with the others, Wo
ong and Lu
uco[28]. In addition, Figure 13
shows thhe applicabbility of the model to laayered soils..

[28]

[28]

[28]

Figure 11.. H, V and R impedance-fre
i
equency for th
hree elastic maaterials (ν1= ν22= νL=0.45)
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Figure 12. H, V and R imp
pedance-frequuency for two layers on rigid
d bedrock (ν1= ν2= νL=0.45)

[28]

[28]

[28]

Figure 13.. H, V and R impedance-fre
i
equency for th
hree elastic maaterials (ν1= ν22= νL=0.33)

Figure 14. H, V and R imp
pedance-frequuency for two layers on rigid
d bedrock (ν1= ν2= νL=0.33)

6 SUM
MMARY
Y AND CO
ONCLUS IONS
In thhis article, a computational modell is presenteed for largee-scale SSI analysis off layered
media uusing the Parallelized
P
Coupled FE
EM/BEM Model.
M
In the
t proposeed model, th
he finite
region, which migght be considered as th
the structuree, is modelled by the FEM. On the soildary at the bottom off the finite media whiich is exten
nding to
structurre interface,, the bound
infinity is modeledd by the BEM
M. The anallyses are co
onducted in the frequenncy domain.
Dynamiic stiffness matrices peertaining too related reg
gions of thee SSI system
m are calcu
ulated by
FEM annd BEM, annd combineed by usingg sub-structu
uring metho
od. Dependding on the scale of
the probblem, the number
n
of the slave processors can be deetermined bby the userr for the
impedannce analysiss of the bou
undary by uusing BEM. The imped
dance matrixx obtained by
b BEM
for the ccontributionn of the far--field is sym
mmetric and
d the summaation with thhe FEM equ
uation is
easy. T
Two examplle problemss are solveed to verify
y and invesstigate the aapplicability
y of the
model and the cooded paralleel algorithm
m. It is fo
ound that, depending
d
on the number of
processeers used, thhe proposed parallel alggorithm can
n decrease th
he computattion time att least by
a factorr of approxim
mately 15 for
f the givenn example meshes.
m
Thee obtained rresults of th
he model
are com
mpared witth the resu
ults given iin the literrature and good agreeements aree noted.
Comparrisons show
wed that thee Parallelizzed Coupled
d FEM/BEM
M Model ccan be used
d in SSI
analysess of large-sscale structu
ures efficienntly and acccurately. Th
he results allso demonsstrate the
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importance and the advantages of using parallelized coupled models for analyzing complex
structures and non-homogeneous unbounded media. The proposed model and the developed
program can be implemented to the non-linear analysis of SSI problems under transient or
seismic loads.
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